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Nation mourns comic's death at 100
Bob Thomas

The Associated Press

•NBA Scores
Orlando
Phoenix

122
106

Miami
Cleveland

88
81

L.A. Clippers
Philadelphia

104
102

Boston
Milwaukee

110
103

Portland
Indiana

113
108

Washington
Atlanta

99
91

Houston
Vancouver

95
89

Utah
Minnesota

104
96

Ohio area
change

codes

The 216 area code In the
Cleveland area was split
Into two area codes.
The northern part of the
area will retain the 216
code, while the southern
part will now be area code
330.
Until June 29 customers
will be able to dial either
area code.
Beginning June 30, callers will be required to dial
the 330 area code to reach
someone in the area.

Author will receive
honorary doctor of
letters

Ohio native and Toledo
resident Jan Wahl will
receive an honorary doctor
of letters degree March 15
from the University.
Twice he has been invited
to Germany to share films
and to talk about that country's film history and German directors and actors.
He will be honored at a
special event in the Gish
Film Theater. Before being
presented the honorary degree by University President Sidney Ribeau, Wahl
will sign autographs from
9 JO to 10 JO a.m. The conferral of the degree will
take place at 10:30
a.m.

Quote of
the day
"We seem to be
on a roller
coaster on a year
to year basis
with 80 to 90
high schools."
-Admissions Director
Michael Walsh about
application decreases.

BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. George Bums, the wry, cigar-smoking comic who played
straight man to Gracie Allen for
3S years, then found new popularity when he won an Academy
Award at age 80, died Saturday
Just weeks after turning 100.
Burns, whose health had been
declining in recent years, died at
10 am. at his home, said his manager, Irving Fein.
He was with his son, Ronald
Burns, a nurse and a
housekeeper, Fein said.
Entertainers and politicians
alike mourned his death.
"All I can say is that I've lost
one of my dearest, closest
friends who I've known for over
75 years," said Milton Berle. "I'm
going to miss him terribly. I
think the world is going to miss
him because he gave us so much
happiness."
President Clinton, traveling in
Northern California said in a
statement that Burns "enabled us
to see humor in the toughest of
times and laugh together as a nation."
There will never be another
era like Burns', Carol Charming
said.
"What he stands for is the dignity and the aristocracy of show
business," she said. "It won't
ever be gone. Everybody who
knew it is going to carry it on as
hard as we can."
Burns' career lasted more than
90 years, spanning vaudeville,
radio, movies, television, nightclubs, best-selling books, recordings and video. He was the oldest
actor ever to receive an Oscar.
At age 98, he was still delighting audiences with his perfectly
timed quips, many of them at his
own expense. ("I'm doing better
with 18-year-old women now than
when I was 18.") Fans eagerly
awaited his long-promised 100th
birthday shows in Las Vegas,
with the $100 tickets selling out
long in advance.
"Age to me means nothing," he
once said. "I cant get old; I'm

The AiMclated Prcu

Milton Berle offers a light to fellow comedian George Burns, right,
during a belated birthday party marking Burns' 80th birthday In!
Hollywood, Calif., In this 1977 photo. Burns, the wry, cigar-smoking

comic who played straight man to Gracie Allen for 35 years, found
new popularity when he won an Academy Award at age 80, died Saturday.

working.... When I'm out In front
of an audience, all that love and
vitality sweeps over me, and I
forget my age."
But declining health ended his
performing career after he was
injured in a fall in July 1994. The
100th birthday shows were canceled. More recently, ailing with
the flu. Bums was unable even to
be a spectator at a gala in his

died in 1964 and he never remarried.
He developed his own act as a
single, starring in television specials and playing Las Vegas with
such discoveries as Ann-Margret
and Bobby Darin.
His popularity soared in the
1970s, with his Oscar for the aging vaudevillian in "The Sunshine Boys" touching off a string

honor a few days before he
turned 100.
He did put out a statement, saying, "What do you give a man
who's been so blessed? Another
100 years? A night with Sharon
Stone?"'
Burns' career was at a crossroads after Gracie - the ultimate
ditzy comedian and the love of
Bums' life - retired in 1958. She

of movies, books and sold-out
nightclub appearances.
He said he accepted the role in
the Neil Simon comedy, his first
movie in more than 35 years, for
the same reason he continued
performing after Gracie retired
"You cant quit show business not at my age." The role was to
have gone to his close friend Jack
Benny, who died in 1974.

Grad students Officials concerned about
demand unions decrease in applications
Kevin Galvln
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Call it
academic class warfare:
Graduate students across the
country, tired of growing
teaching duties and diminishing rewards, are turning to
labor unions for support.
The graduate teaching ass-'
istants say they want more Job!
security, better benefits and,'
eventually, higher wages.
Administrators counter that
they are students and apprentices, not employees.
Only a handful of such
unions exist - mostly dating
from organizing efforts of the,
early 1970s. But labor officials
say the recent recognition of a;
union at the University of!
Kansas and campaigns underway in California and Illinois are signs of a new trend.
And, students who understand how to organize in the

age of e-mail are being seen as
the next generation of grassroots labor leaders.
"This is a group of young
workers who are highly educated," said American Federation of Teachers organizing director Phil Kugler.
"Bringing their talents, perspectives Into the labor
movement... is a big plus."
The trend in higher education has been for professors to
spend more time on research
and less on classroom instruction. Universities seeking savings hire fewer fulltime
professors to replace retirees.
And graduate assistants do
more teaching.
"You begin to look at them
Uke employees when you realize they're doing a sizeable
percentage of the instructing
and they .often teach for three
or five years," said Perry RobSee Teachen, page five.

Jay Young
The BC News

Admissions Concerns

A decrease in freshman appli1
Fall 1995
cations for next year has University officials concerned about
8502
enrollment and budget cuts.
As of February the University
had received 7,604 applications
for the fall semester, a decrease
311 Transferapplicants 305
of 10 percent from the same time
last year. Transfer applications
and the number of students accepted are up slightly.
118
134
Michael Walsh, Admissions director, said this year's record
freshman enrollment is one
Source: President's Report to Board ol Trustees
reason for the application deGraphic Dy RochaHt Sk*$»r
crease.
Numbers are a comparison between fall admissions
"I would say the downage for data from February 1995 and 1996. University officials
us is due to a couple of things," have cited a changing economy and more communitycoseos
Walsh said. "Number one is that competition as reasons for the drop.
we're coming off one of our best
years."
Walsh said applications for
"We seem to be on a roller cos- menon In the sense that this
certain high schools have ter on a year to year basis with 80 year's senior class wants to go
dropped dramatically from last to 90 high schools," Walsh said.
year.
"It's not an uncommon pheno
See Enrollment, pasjt Hint,

Fall 1996
7604

Colored Ink

)lk»r
appwpnts
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Evaluation system Could AIDS be Generation X's Vietnam?
needs evaluating
Mid-term time is upon us, and students' minds are littered with thoughts of spring break, warmer
weather and, ultimately, the end of the semester and
summer plans.
Along with the end of the semester (and sometimes
with mid-terms) comes the infamous teacher evaluations. Throughout the semester, students often take
mental notes and plan to "spew it all out, come evaluation time." However, once the teacher hands the questionnaire out at the very end of class on the last day,
many students just circle random numbers without seriously reading the questions or adding any type of indepth comments.
Mark Gromko, a biological sciences professor, believes that evaluations lead teachers to strive to entertain students and not to teach. Michael Robbins, a philosophy professor, and Eric Dubow, a psychology
professor, both say that the degree to which they take
the evaluations seriously is the degree to which the students take them seriously.
The University is considering changing the evaluations to open-ended essay questions rather than a "circle
numbers which apply" questionnaire, which tends to
discourage any type of deep thought or useful comments.
The News believes that the evaluation system needs
two major changes: One, change them to questions in
which the students have to actuallywrite something
down. Two, let the cretins that write "this teacher sucked" at the bottom of the page and leave it at that, know
that this gets them absolutely nowhere. It also gets the
department which employs the teacher absolutely nowhere in deciding the instructor's value.

It should come as no surprise
to any of us, the 18-25 year-olds
loosely known as Generation X,
that our parents and the rest of
the baby boomer world think that
we are apathetic, immature and
selfish to a fault.
This is old news endlessly discussed to death on Dateline and
various MTV Rock the Vote with
Tabitha Soren specials.
One major point of the apathy
argument is that Generation X
has never mobilzed Itself to
protest any social ill the way the
youth of the 60s did with Vietnam.
Unfortunately I agree with that
we are apathetic. Anyone who
thinks differently should listen to
what their fellow students say in
class discussions whenever the
topic is anything but beer and
clothes.
Vietnam united youth of all
colors, orientation, sexes, creeds,
and classes. We as Generation
Xers do not have anything like
this in our lives.
Enviromentalism seemed like
it could've been a unifying cause

In the early 90s. We were all in
junior high or high school when
Earth Day 1990 was a big deal
Activism was supposed to be
back In vogue In the 1990s, there
was supposed to be change, a
greater sensibility and responsibility after the freewheeling
1980s. None of this ever happened. We so far have not developed a social conscious like
our parents did.
We have an oppurtunity to
show that this generation cares
though AIDS is much of a threat
to us in our ordinary lives as the
possibility of being sent to Vietnam was in the 60s.
Innocent people were dying,
some were our friends and others
were In another country. That
could be said about Vietnam or
AIDS.
Every student on this campus
is at risk. A visit to the AIDS
Quilt that was at the University
last week should prove that.
There were quilts for fathers,
mothers, children, fraternity and
sorority members, musicians,
and artists.

It should be obvious that
anyone can get it. Not every quilt
there was for a gay person or a
tainted transfusion victim. Many
were for straight, middle class
kids who slept with the wrong
person in college. Statistics say
that one in 500 people have the
HIV on college campuses. We
have 18,000 students here.
That means we have 36 people
with HIV in Bowling Green right
now. Most of these people have
probably been too scared to get
tested or dont think this really
applies to them. Thirty-six people with HIV going out to the
bars, drinking with friends at
Gargoyle's or Downtown and
looking for a hot girl or cute guy.
Thirty-six people who could be
looking to hook up with a member of the opposite sex like a lot
of college students do. What are
the odds of not meeting that person? Pretty good maybe, but the
risk is there. Does anyone really
feel safe knowing what is out
there?
Campuses across the country
have this same situation. It is

time that we as the virus's prime
targets start caring about AIDS.
We don't have a war to unite us.
We don't need to go"over there"
and carry Uncle Sam's flag.

There Is no reason to, we have
something that is even closer to
home to worry about. In our
everyday actions and conversations we can and should show
that we care about AIDS and understand how dangerous it is to
us.
As a whole demographic group
we have the power to make a difference, as cliched as that may
sound. Whether It is by protesting lack of funds for research in
Washington or voting against politicians who show ignorance to
the issue of AIDS, we can force
change and show the baby
boomers that we are not a lazy
and apathetic generation.
Brandon Wray is a guest columnist for The News. Any questions, comments, hints, lies, or allegations can write at
wbneil@bgnet.bgsu.edu

tit 4UST

The News believes that students need to begin to take
evaluations more seriously. Perhaps, if the instructors
started handing them out at the beginning rather than
the end of class, this would help.
Remember, one will only get out of something what
one puts into it.
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No. 1 fans
commended
I am responding to the coverage of the biggest fans on our
campus, Freddie and Frieda Falcon and SIC SIC.
The coverage of our mascots,
Freddie (not Freddy) and Frieda,
and SIC SIC was very disappointing and inadequate. At the last
home hockey game, the first pair
of birds, Kurt Gehring and Raina
Gilmore, were not recognized
with a photo or a write up.
Monday's paper did have a picture of the second pair of birds
(John Strmac and Becky Fairman) but still failed to recognize
the other two mascots, also in the
picture.
The coverage of SIC SIC was
even more disgraceful. From the
picture, you could not distinguish
who was being recognized. There
were no names with the caption.
I find it annoying that The BG
News can find time to write an
article on "Superfan," yet the
truly No. 1 fans, Freddie and
Frieda and SIC SIC, cannot even
get a decent picture, much less
an article.
I congratulate the birds, as
well as Brian D'Aurelio and Tina
Poeppelman of SIC SIC, for all of
their dedication and spirit. All of
your work did not go unnoticed.
If it were not for these people,
the spirit at our university would
cease to exist. Come on BG News,
shape up. Let's give them the
recognition they deserve.
Candace Bennett
Telecommunications major

step in accomplishing the goals it's not going to be on the test?
set by a new group on campus,
The "test," however, is not
Students for Quality Education.
what indicates what is or is not
The purpose of SQE is to im- worthy of knowing. If we truly
prove the quality of education at are to become educated persons,
Bowling Green State University we should be genuinely interby making faculty aware of ex- ested in everything our profespectations regarding the learn- sors say and what we read in
ing process and likewise em- textbooks. Granted, no one can
powering the students to form a learn everything, but do we realpartnership with faculty for the ly want to "know" only the infobetterment of higher education.
mation that's going to be on a
However, targeting the faculty SO-mlnute exam?
as the only impediment to quality
Learning is more than being
education is a very serious mis- prepared for tests. What we learn
take. If quality education is in- In college determines what occudeed going to occur, then the stu- pation we'll have after we gradudents must be as equally willing ate. The more we know, and the
to improve their attitudes as the better we know how to apply it,
teachers are to improve thier the more prepared we'll be for
teaching styles.
the variety of tasks and situaWe as students must temporar- tions that we'll undoubtedly enily put aside thoughts of basket- counter during our lives.
ball games and kegs and try to
The only way to acquire that
remember why we came to Bowl- knowledge and the skills necesing Green in the first place. We sary to apply it is to pay attention
came to further our education in class, be interested in what our
and Improve our minds. We want professors are saying, and to
to graduate with a degree that focus on learning. To only be
says to the public, "I know more concerned with learning what
now than I did when I first came will be on the test Is not good
enough
here."
But why bother, when we can
But as we're sitting in our
classes busily taking notes, are learn the minimum amount of inwe really thinking that we should formation necessary to get good
try to learn everything our grades on tests? Good test grades
professors say so that we become often lead to high GPAs, an Immore educated people? Do we portant consideration to emwant to learn more about some- ployers during the hiring prothing that a professor says that cess. But is there really an emseems interesting? Sometimes, ployer who cant differentiate
but the majority of the time the between a good test-taker whose
answer is no.
grades reflect his or her comQuite simply, we are wonder- mitment to learning?
ing whether what the professor is
When we enter the proverbial
Several weeks ago, an article saying is going to be on the next
appeared in the BG News direct- test (which of course would make "real world," we will need to
ed at faculty, encouraging them it worthy of writing down). After know a lot more than how to get
to Improve the quality of their all, why waste time writing good grades on tests - it is essenteaching. The letter was the first something down when we know tial that "test-taking" does not

Group wants
better education

become our most highly refined
skill.
There is of course nothing
wrong with getting good grades
on tests, but we are capable of
much more than that. Our generation is smart, and we have yet to
imagine the greatness of things
we have the potential to accomplish But to achieve success, we
must be both educated and prepared.
It's not unreasonable for us to
want to Improve the standards
we set for ourselves. We've
already asked the faculty to better their teaching; we owe It to
them to better our learning. It is
imperative that we demand more
from ourselves. We must be willing to study harder, to think
more, and to read things with
greater depth, thought and reflect ion.
Encouraging students to work
harder and study a bit more may
not be very appealing, but if we
can accept this challenge, our
Improved attitude toward learning coupled with a better faculty
can make the University experience more rewarding for all parties Involved. When we begin to
concentrate more on learning
and less on tests, we will surprise
ourselves at what we can do.
If you are interested in the
effort to improve the quality of
education at Bowling Green, SQE
Is sponsoring an open forum between students and faculty to be
held tuesday March 12 at 4 p.m.
in the Campus Room of the
Union. This event Is Intended to
give students and faculty an opportunity to voice concerns and
offer suggestions to the other
about ways to Improve the learning process. This meeting Is open
to all students and faculty, and all
are encouraged and welcome to
attend.
Laurie Blank
Senior biology major
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Career workshop held Indian official describes
current economic reform
Dawn Keller
The BC News

The director of the hazardous material and solid waste
division of the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency described the program and the
skills needed to work at the
agency at the University Saturday.
People who want to work at
the Ohio EPA need to have a
wide variety of skills, according to Carolyn Watkins, who
was the keynote speaker at the
third annual Solid Waste Career Workshop.
"People applying for jobs
need to have a firm grounding
in science," she said. "But we're not just looking for someone
who has environmental experience, we want someone who
can think."
Watkins said possible employees need to develop an understanding of government
structures.
"People need to know the difference between a bill, a law
and a policy,'" she said. "We
work with them everyday."
Watkins also said people
need to do their homework before a Job interview.

"Know background information so you can answer questions knowledgeably," she said.
"We want a balance between
expertise and common sense,"
she said. "I can teach you the
technical skill, but I can't teach
you to think on your feet."
Watkins said people should
plan on spending a year or two
out of college in a "gettlngsome-experience" Job.

"We're trying to
lessen the
bureaucracy and
give a little
common sense."
Carolyn Watkins
keynote speaker at Solid
Waster Career Workshop
"I worked for a non-profit
organization and it helped a
lot," she said. "It's a good resume builder because you're
doing it for something you
love."
Watkins said the Ohio EPA
has been lucky because it has
increased in growth, while

similar agencies in other states
have decreased.
"The agency went on a
growth spurt of 700 employees
in 1991 to 1,400 now," she said.
Watkins said the EPA la
working away from the command and control regulation of
the 1980s and toward compliance assistance.

"We're trying to lessen the
bureaucracy and give a little
common sense," she said.
She said this is possible because more federal authority is
being devolved to the states
because they are closer to the
problems.
"I think it's right for the authority to be given to the states
because we are the ones that
look into the problems everyday," she said.
One of the audience members said Watkins was informative.
"I found out you have to be
highly qualified to work at the
EPA," said Jim Foote, an environmental policy graduate. "I
realized that to work in the
EPA you need to know the relatlonships between the
government and the agency,
people and the agency and cities and the agency."

Dawn Keller
The BC News

"The United States invested
more in 1993 than it did from
1942 to 1992," he said.
The relationship between India
and the United States has improved for two reasons, according to Mukherjee. He said one
reason is that the Cold War is
over.
"Americans often viewed India
as an ally of the Soviet Union, but
that idea is gone," Mukherjee
said. "It's created a refreshing
turnaround in the diplomatic relationship."
He said the second reason is
the reforms that are taking place.
"Corporate America has a far
greater interest in India than before," Mukherjee said.
Members of the India Student
Assocation said Mukherjee made
good points.
"He explained how the changing economic climate in the country affects the people and the re-

Economic reform has created a
new attitude in the people of India, according to the minister of
press information and culture for
the Embassy of India.
Shiv S. Mukherjee, also the
former press counselor in Washington from 1985 to 1988, spoke
at the University Friday afternoon.
Mukherjee said most people
believe the reform is creating
opportunities they never had before and that the reforms are irreversible.
"The reforms are creating
real, positive change for a large
number of people. There is a betterment of the standard of living," Mukherjee said. "When the
public responds, they let us know
that."
Mukherjee said India has a
somewhat healthier picture than
five years ago, but there is still a
long way to go. However, he said
India is definitely going in the Continued from page on*.
right direction.
one place this year and another
Mukherjee also said the deregulation over the past five years place next year."
President Sidney Ribeau said
has allowed more foreign inthe decrease in applications is a
vestment.
big concern.
"There are so many things that
are related to it. Enrollment has
to do with state subsidy, also the
residential facilities," Ribeau
said. "If you're budgeting the
campus on a targeted amount and
you're running everything based
on that target and you come in
BG does a wonderful Job with re- below the target, then those dolcycling," Wittig said.
lars you're projecting to be part
Materials likes furniture, of the budget aren't going to be
books, mattresses, glass, alu- there."
minum, paper and plastic are reEd Whipple, vice president for
cycled, Wittig said.
Student Affairs, said the projectHe said the program can con- ed decrese In enrollment has
tinue to grow with students' in- caused the administration to use
terest.
a safe increase estimate for the
upcoming fiscal year.
"We just all need to start
taking an extra second to think Z
about it and do something S
different," Wittig said. "We need
to overcome our need for convenience. We just need to take the
few extra steps."

Witting explains University recycling process as part of Awareness Week

Craig Wittig, Recycling Center
coordinator, explained the recycling program Thursday night.
Wittig's speech was part of Recycling Awareness Week, which
was sponsored by the Environmental Action Group.
Wittig said about 30 students
are involved with the program.
He said 25 of them go out on
campus, while others work at
secretarial jobs, office jobs and
as advertisers.
"Student involvement fuels our

program," Wittig said. "Students
are extremely motivated. It's not
the greatest job, but when you
are done you know you did something positive and you helped the
environment."
Wittig said the program is
funded by cost avoidance. The
program receives the money the
University would have otherwise
used to take the trash to the landfill.
The recycling program saves
about $35 per 10 tons of material,
according to Wittig.
The program also receives

$1.50 per semester per student
from the general fee, Wittig said.
This money goes to salary and
other office expenses.
Wood County also contributes
money to the program. So far the
program has received $160,000
from the County. These funds
provide the five trucks that the
program runs, the brown bins,
the yellow barrels and also brochures used by the program, Wittig said.
The program recycles about 31
percent of the University's solid
waste, Wittig said.
"The campus and the city of

"When a country is seen as
having a strong economic climate, it is viewed as strong overall," he said. "That will eventually overflow into the rest of the
culture, like education and the
quality of the people."
Eloise Clark, vice president for
Academic Affairs, said she was
glad Mukherjee could come to
the University.
"It's Important to have representation from other cultures
outside the United States," Clark
said. "That way, we can share
Midwest views."

Enrollment

Coordinator addresses audience
Jennifer Schab
The BC News

lationship with the United
States," said Aruna Fernandez,'
India Students Association president.
Krishna Kandath, India Students Association vice president,
said he agreed with what Mukherjee said about the strong
economy.

"We budget on projected enrollments for next fall, and we're
taking a very conservative stand
for next fall. Right now we're using the figure of 250 full-time
students. That's in all of our budgets," Whipple said. "We need to
budget conservatively. Then if
we wind up better than we budgeted we can go in and look at the
excess money."
Walsh said a greater effort at
recruiting will be made to increase interest in the University.
"We're trying to involve more
of the University in the recruitment process," Walsh said. "If a
student looks and all they see Is
Bowling Green, it is kind of Impersonal. If they can look and be
contacted by an academic area
then they start to see the other
components of Bowling Green,
.and it becomes more personal."
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MONDAY
g OPEN 4:30-7 PM

Bowl-n-Greenery
Very Veggie...
Wings...
and lots off
THINGS!
$5.20 + tax

TONIGHT!

Acid Jazz
Night
Its back &
bigger than
ever!
NO COVER!
Sundoy Hospitality Nig:
Una ifland Ice Teo
Margaritas $1.25
?.9 Upstairs "

incl: complete salad bar and hot bar
ana unlimited beverage
All Meal Cards Accepted!
WOOOOWWMWflCQOflOWMflWOPQOOOMOOW

TIRED OF HIGH HEAT BILLS?
FREE heat, water and sewer
309 High

This Summer...
Jump Ahead
Of The Rest!

801 Fifth
803 Fifth

Register For
One Of These
Summer Termsi

RrmtSbc Week Term
May BO-June BB

Call or stop in for more information

Newlove Rentals
The Rental Agency voted #1 by the BG News for 1994

Get Ahead On
Your Classes...

Ekjht Week Term
June 17-August 9

228 S. College

328 South Main
(our only office)
352-5620

Graduate Early...

Second Stx Week Term
Jukjl-Augumta

Bowling Green State University

Summer Catalogs Are
Now Available On Campus.
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Schools plan for setback
Agency shutdown
delays financial
aid applications
to universities

normally would have received
about 10,000 financial aid reports
from the Education Department
during the first week of March,
got only about 1,000. Administrators were weighing their options
If the applications were not processed by the March 31 deadline.

The Associated Press

"Our contingency
plan is that we would
use a photocopy of
the financial-aid form
and give the students
an estimate."

cern is that If there's not a major
catch-up in the next few weeks, it
will have a major impact. We're
starting to plan."
He said one possibility would
be to relax the May 1 commitment deadline to give students
more time to choose a school.
"Our contingency plan is that
we would use a photocopy of the
financial-aid form and give the
students an estimate," Mager
said.
Miami University's acceptance
letters normally go out March 15
and financial-aid awards a week
later, Ms. Stemper said.
Diane Stemper, director of financial aid at the school In Oxford, said if the education department is able to meet its
March 31 deadline, there still
would be enough time to process
financial aid awards in the first
week of April.

COLUMBUS -- High school
students trying to decide where
to attend college might be delayed because of a backlog of
900,000 financial aid applications
at the U.S. Department of Education.
Computer glitches and federal
government shutdowns caused
the problem, which the agency
Jim Mager
pledged to resolve by March 31.
Until then, colleges can't tell stuOhio State Admissions director
dents how much aid they can expect.
Most colleges require new stu"As of today, it has not had any
"That's later than usual, but it
dents to make a commitment by major effect," said Jim Mager,
Mayl.
director of admissions and finan- still gives students time to make
Ohio State University, which cial aid at Ohio State. "Our con- their decisions," she said.

Almost sold out

Tlw AmclMed Prcu

Tom Vittoe, 46, shows his Cleveland Indians tickets Saturday in Cleveland. Vittoe was the first person to get Indians tickets from the more than 100,000 auxiliary bleacher seats, standing room only
and single seats that went on sale Saturday. Vittoe stood In line for one hour and bought eight tickets.

Dayton GM latest casualty in strike
Moraine Assembly Plant joins others affected by inventory shortage
The Associated Press

DAYTON -- The 4,000 workers
at General Motors' suburban
Moraine Assembly Plant have
become the latest casualties in a
strike that has idled about 34,575
employees at 11 North American
factories.
No formal talks were scheduled on Sunday, the sixth day of
the strike by 3,000 workers at
two Delphi Chassis plants where
GM produces brakes and other
parts. Representatives from GM
and the United Auto Workers
held informal meetings during
the weekend, company spokesman Tom Klipstine said Sunday.
GM told its Moraine workers

after the second shift on Saturday that an inventory shortage
would mean no work on Monday,
Klipstine said. The plant assembles GMC Jimmy trucks, Chevrolet Blazers and Oldsmobile
Bravadas.
United Auto Workers Local 696,
struck the nation's biggest automaker on Tuesday over safety
and Job security, including the
production of parts by outside
plants or companies.
The two Delphi Chassis plants
supply brake systems and parts
to nearly all of GM's 29 assembly
plants.
The strike has also shut down
GM assembly plants in Lordstown, Shreveport, La.; Detroit;

LK NIGHT
ERY MONDAY
HOSTED BY
' TEGAL PLUMB'S
M CONCAHON

353-0988

19 & OVER

104 S. Main

Lansing and Orion Township,
Mich.; Oshawa, Ontario; Wentzvllle. Mo.; and Wilmington, Del.
Also idled was an engine plant
in Lansing and a seat plant in Auburn Hills, Mich.
Like other automakers, GM
minimizes inventories to cut
costs, a practice that makes it
vulnerable to disruptions in supplies.
Tom Lewis, strike coordinator
for Local 696, said the union was
willing to return to negotiations.
"Our shop and bargaining
committees are at the plant. Our
president and chairman is at the

plant. They're ready to talk,"
Lewis said Sunday.

HAMILTON, Ohio ~ Two
youths face a hearing in Butler
County Juvenile Court next
Thursday on charges of spiking a
teacher's coffee with a chemical
used in laxatives.
The 12-year-old boys are
charged with juvenile delinquency by means of contaminating a substance for human con-

The Associated Press

Local President Joe HasenCOLUMBUS - Sen. Mike Dejager said there had been no Wine plans to use his position to
progress in talks since the strike tout the importance of organ dobegan.
nation. It is a way for him to keep
his daughter Becky's spirit alive.
GM has the most to lose because it is so dependent on the
Becky DeWlne was 22 when
two Dayton plants for key com- she was killed in a car accident in
ponents, said Craig Cather, 1993, near the family's Cedarvipresident of CSM Inc., a Lansing Ue home. DeWlne and his wife,
automotive research company
Fran, were asked to donate her
eyes.
"GM will have to concede beThe DeWines had never discause they can't afford to shut
down ail production," Cather cussed that possibility, but their
said. "I would be surprised if the response was immediate.
"Fran looked at me and said,
strike went beyond Wednesday."
"That's what she would have
wanted,'" DeWine said.

Youths charged with
spiking cup of java
The Associated Press

Dewine praises
organ donation

sumption. A 13-year-old boy
faces a related charge of unrulincss.
Union Township police said the
12-year-olds put a mixture of
phenolphthalein, sodium carbonate and water jnto Susan Tipton's
coffee on Feb. 28. Tipton, a seventh-grade mathematics teacher
at Hope well Junior School, got an
upset stomach and cramps,
school principal David Pike said.

STUDENT RECREATION CENTER
PRESENTS...

Now DeWine, R-Ohio, wants to
honor his daughter by encouraging others to donate their loved
ones' organs. He spoke briefly
about the issue on the floor of the
Senate on Feb. 27 while promoting National Eye Donor Month.

of 5,100 people were donated in
1994. In the same year, though, as
many as 15,000 donors were lost
because families would not donate the organs or were not
asked.

"This is the way I see
... to take her
compassion and her
caring for people and
try to do something
that reflects that."
Senator Mike DeWine
About 40 percent of the 1.2 million Ohloans who renewed or got
new drivers licenses In 1994
noted on the licenses their willingness to be donors, the Ohio
Department of Public Safety
said.

He also is among the eight
DeWine said focusing attention
founding members of the Congressional Task Force on Organ on the issue will help make sense
and Tissue Donation, which will out of Becky's death.
focus on improving the donation
"This is the way I see... to take
system and educating the public.
her compassion and her caring
About 45,000 people na- for people and try to do sometionwide are on a waiting list for thing that reflects that," DeWlne
organs. Organs from the bodies said.

great scores...

Are you WELLAWARE??
Come find out anytime between
4:00 and 6:00pm

SUN.-MARCH 10
Cradr
Twister Tourney -1 p.m. Amani Room $v
• Ace Ventura 2 - Special Screening
$ 1.00
Two shows - 7:00 p.m. & 9:30 p.m.
MON.-MARCH 11
• Hot Dogs on the Oval - 50c Hot Dogs
11 a.m. -1 p.m. on the Union Oval
• FIFSIH Bowling & Billiards Campus Bowling/Billiards - 7 p.m #
TUES. - MARCH 12
• Novelty Fun - Fun Flicks • Virtual Reality
10 a.m. - 4 p.m. in the Union Oval & Ballroom
50 c for Virtual Reality/Fun Flicks
WED-MARCH 13
Q\.
rP
• 3 Point Contest - cy^ it out in Anderson
$3.00 Entrance Fee - sign up at the event
7:00 p.m. Anderson Arena
THURS - MARCH 14
• Mac King Show - Comedy/Magic Experience
9 p.m. Kobacker Hall F^EEI
ALL PROCEEDS GO TO THE YOUTH
WITH HIV PROJECT

on March

11, 12, 13 of 1996

at the SRC Main Entrance!

HEALTHY HEART MONDAY
March 11
Why not figure out where you stand
on body composition and cholesterol,
and receive information about personal
training at the same time!
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great skills...
«*rf*

TRIM TUESDAY
March 12
Scales will not give you
the entire picuture. Get
a body composition
analysis done!

***«//»
CHOLESTEROL-FREE WEDNESDAY
March 13
Come see what your cholesterol is
and how to remain cholesterol free.

9/n

Kaplan helps you focus your
GRE sludies and build your
confidence so you can get a
higher score

Kaplan students get the most
complete test preparation materials
available including computer-analyzed
practice tests, home-study materials,
books, software, and a training library.
And at Kaplan, we've got experienced
teachers who really care.

1 -800-KAP-TEST
get a higher score

KAPLAN
Tired of
throwing
your weight
around?

American Heart
Association,
Fighting Htmn I>SMM
•ntf SrroM

o

Exercise.

tETTHE WO KEWS BRIGHTER YOUR PAJ |

1
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Secretary of State
accuses China of
"reckless" action

Hot Seats

Jim Ab rams
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Secretary of
State Warren Christopher accused China of "reckless" provocations against Taiwan on Sunday and said U.S. warships would
move closer to Taiwan in the
coming days.
Christopher said the United
States wanted the battle group
led by the aircraft carrier Independence "in a position to be
helpful if they need to be. They'll
be moved somewhat closer to
Taiwan in future days."
China has sought to influence
Taiwan's presidential election
scheduled for later this month
and discourage the prodemocracy movement on the
island by staging missile tests off
Taiwan's coast and announcing
plans for live ammunition tests in
the straits that divide Taiwan
from the mainland.

A Corona, Calif., firefighter battles a blaze which destroyed
100,000 chairs Saturday afternoon at the Syroco of California

Teachers
like an apprenticeship.
"Yale views its graduate stuInson, the AFTs higher educa- dents to be primarily students,
not employees," said Gary Fryer,
tion director.
At the University of Illinois- special assistant to Yale's presiUrbana, graduate student Nicole dent. "As part of the pedagogical
MacLaughlin said she picked experience the graduate students
texts for her English and crea- are asked to teach."
Some graduate Instructors at
tive writing courses and graded
exams without a professor's help. Yale University this winter briefAfter three years, she is now ly refused to turn in grades for
on academic leave, working with their undergraduate students unthe AFT to organize fellow teach- less the university recognized
their group as a collective baring assistants.
"We feel that we do the basic gaining unit. The university reteaching and research at the uni- fused.
versity, and that's something
Teaching assistants receive
we'd really like to get out publicly and have people know," she free tuition plus a stipend - up to
$4,500 a semester at Yale.
said.
"We believe the appropriate
Universities, on the other hand,
often argue that teaching assis- relationship between students
tants are training to be profes- and their faculty Is not collective
sors, so their classroom work is bargaining," Fryer said.
Continued from page one.

Jerry Solftr/Tkc Amclatcd PITH
chair manufacturing firm causing about $800,000 worth of damage. Authorities are Investigating the fire as possible arson.

Officials approve
of Arafat's efforts
Jim All rams
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - U.S. and Israeli officials praised Yasser
Arafat on Sunday for his strikes
against Palestinian extremists,
with the reminder that the PLO
chiefs political survival hinges
on his continued efforts against
terrorism.
"We think we are getting 100
percent cooperation, but we are
going to be monitoring it very
closely," Secretary of State Warren Christopher said after Arafat's security forces arrested
several leaders of the Muslim

militant group Hamas on Friday.
Israeli Prime Minister Shimon
Peres said that in the past 24
hours Arafat "has shown already
a real readiness to arrest the
group which Is in charge" of the
bombing attacks that have killed
62 people, including the four suicide bombers, over the past two
weeks. "He has arrested three
out of the six most important
persons."
Peres' opponent in May elections, Likud Party head Benjamin
Netanyahu, Insisted that Arafat
was still only offering token cooperation.

China's actions have escalated
military tensions between the
two governments to a level not
seen in more than a decade. Both
Beijing and Taipei claim to be the
sole legitimate government of
the Chinese, but their enmity has
been tempered in recent years by
increased trade and tourism
across the Taiwan Strait.
Christopher, speaking on
NBC's "Meet the Press," said the
actions taken by China "have
been reckless, I think they've
been risky, and ... smack of intimidation and coercion. So that is
a situation of great concern to
us."

He repeated the U.S. warning
that Chinese military aggression
against Taiwan would be a
"grave matter to us. We've made
that as clear as we possibly can
to them because we don't want
any miscalculation on their
part."
The administration has refused
to say exactly how the United
States might respond to a military attack, or whether U.S.
troops might be sent to help
Taiwan defend itself. Christopher declined to outline possible
U.S. actions.
It was not clear from the
statements by Christopher and
later comments by U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations
Madeleine Albright if the U.S.
warships would enter the area
designated by China for the ammunition exercises.
Albright, speaking on CNN's
"Late Edition With Frank Sesno,"
said Chinese officials had been
"warned very specifically" that
they should avoid confrontation
with the United States.
Last December the aircraft
carrier Nimitz, accompanied by
other warships, passed through
the Taiwan Strait, making an implicit statement to the Chinese
that the United States was concerned about the increased bellicosity toward Taiwan.
It was reportedly the first U.S.
carrier group to pass through the
straits since 1979, when the
United States cut off diplomatic
ties with Taiwan and recognized
the Beijing government as the
sole representative of China.

Comics find new
home in Florida
The Associated Press
BOCA RATON, Fla. - Good
grief. Charlie Brown's new home
opened Sunday, and his comicpage neighbors were all there,
too: from Dick Tracy, Mickey
Mouse and Prince Valiant to Calvin and Hobbes.
The International Museum of

Cartoon Art houses. 160,000
works by more than 1,000 artists.
The $15 million museum was
conceived after the displays outgrew cramped quarters first in
Greenwich, Conn., then In Rye
Brook, N.Y.
Its dedication Friday night
drew the kings of American comics.

Health Care Directory
6oivCing green pregnancy centei
I£19)354-H0PI
FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
Information and support available
Single Parent, Birth Parent, and Post-Abortion, Support Groups
How to's in continuing school, telling parents
CONFIDENTIAL- WE CARE ABOUT YOU

Emergency Services
24 Hours a Day
365 Days a Year
354-8910
* We treat approx. 20,000 people a year
(many of whom are students!)

OB • GYN • Surgery
general medicine for women

735 Haskins Rd.
Bowling Green. OH 43402
(419)352-8427
By Appointment

Ray Hoag, M.D.
Carol Hicks, M.D.
Marcia Amstutz, C.A.N.P.
Bonnie Fintel, C.N.M.

P.O. Box 555
145 E. Woostar. Suite B
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402

"he Women's Health Clinic

EYEWEAR MEANS...

372-2271

Burlinqron f' Burlington
Oplkdl
A Opticil
SPECIALIZE
M

CONTACT LENSES

Planned Parenthood
Sexually Transmitted Infection Testing
Male and Female

• SOFT DAILY & EXTENDED
. SOFT LENSES FOR ASTIGMATISM
. GAS PERMEABLE DAILY & EXTENDED
Dr. Scott R. S»dow.kl. O.D.
■ FASHION EYEWEAR ■ EYE EXAMINATIONS
| LAMM SELECTION OP FASHION DESIGNER FRAMES
■ LENSES DUPLICATED ■ LENSES TINTED
MOST INSURANCE PROGRAMS

atf^lR^k «

0Mers com rehens,ve

P
eduction, medical
and counseling services regarding:

[HtGHW^*'

Alcohol.

It's An Equal Opportunity
Trouble-Maker.
Let's L)raw the Line

X HOfAKiD*

Fof Mm InfotrnacKxi
Con act Blue* Johnson

•call for an appointment*
920 N Main St
354-3540.

1616 E. WOOSTER

352-2533

• contraception • physical examinations
• pelvic exams, pap tests
• sexually transmitted diseases
• sexual assault
• other women's health concerns

Bowling Green Slate University
Women's Health Clinic
Student Health Service
Hours: 8a.m.-4J0p.m. Mon-Fri
Wednesday 5-7:30p.m ByAppt

10

V IN*""

1J

419-352-8475
419-872-1232.

Colored Ink
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Dole wants Congress to test
Clinton by passing measures
John Klnq
The Associated Press
ADDISON, Texas. (AP) Sketching an election-year policy agenda, likely GOP presidential nominee Bob Dole said he
wants Congress to test President
Clinton by passing health care,
welfare reform and balanced
budget measures. But Dole said
he would probably not carry a
specific position on tax reform
Into the fall campaign.
In an Interview with The Associated Press, Dole said he was
eager to secure a mathematical
lock on the Republican nomination so he could turn more attention to his duties as Senate
majority leader and use that post
to draw leadership and policy
contrasts with President Clinton.
"I think this will be a campaign
about credibility in the sense that
things he promised in 1992 haven't materialized," Dole said.
"In contrast we will make the
case of providing decisive,
strong leadership. Beyond that I
think we will have very clear
contrasts of big government vs.
downsizing government. And I
welcome a focus on Bob Dole, the
person, and Bill Clinton, the per-

son, and what they bring to the
table."
Items Dole would like to push
include:
■ Another seven-year balanced
budget plan that cuts taxes for
families and on capital gains.
■ Welfare reform. But, given
the political power of this issue,
Dole said he wanted to attach
GOP proposals to slow the
growth of Medicare spending
and give states control of Medicaid. Clinton and Republicans
have sparred on those Items.
"These are things that need to be
done," Dole said. "The president
can't have It both ways."
■ Health care reform that allows insurance to be carried
from job to job and prevents
denying benefits to those with
pre-existing conditions. Dole said
he was not familiar with a
broader House GOP version that
limits malpractice awards and
expands the use of medical savings accounts.
"My view is, show people
where we stand with them and if
we can't get it done with Clinton,
we will take it Into the election,"
he said. "He has gained short
term from Republicans squabbling because of the nominating

Sign of spring

process. Just give us a nominee,
give Bob Dole a mathematical
lock and get me back in the Senate and we can turn this around."
The interview took place Saturday night as Dole was being
driven in a motorcade to his hotel
here after a day of campaigning
in Oklahoma and Mississippi. He
was in good spirits, dressed in a
classic Dole blue suit, sitting In
the front seat where he could
stretch his long legs. At stoplights, Dole waved and flashed
the thumbs up sign to people in
other cars.
Dole said he will not turn attention to selecting a running mate
or trying to shape the GOP platform until he has the 996 delegates to clinch the nomination.
He said he had not asked his
campaign to begin those tasks.
"I'll wait until I am the nominee.
That stuff is months away."
He said he would not make opposition to abortion a litmus test
for a running mate and that generally: "It has got to be someone I
know well enough, I've worked
with or know about or watched....
Someone, of course, who pretty
much has the mainstream conservative views and philosophy
that I have."
Mlk* Hcudllimie AiMcUtrd Prcu
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Twelve-year-old Carrie Lalng scoops up a ground ball during Senior League Girls Softball tryouts
held In 23 degree temperatures early Saturday morning In Culpeper, Va.
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*** AWESOME VALUE
Call 353-Taco
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MERCER MANOR
APARTMENTS!! 400fee*
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CALL OR STOP BY TO CHECK OUT BG'S NEWEST APARTMENTS.
OTHER HOUSES AND APARTMENTS ALSO AVAILABLE

352-0717

I Buy 1 Get 1

1&C08 or

kf*

224 E.Wooster
'HUV^VIpiH

Loaded
Burrito*

$1.49

FREE

'■Loaded burrito]

taull oritr «f Clwrru
wlU an a«rcau« mr
MOO

Glass of water
with any
delivery

! Wuf ■njr menu Ram at router price \
iMfMwmMn-fotMuMMWMCi
■ vcfcnOoe. NrtvefUvrnftanyoOter |
I
Coupon or otter. Ptck-up onfy

Burrito*

$.49

"Order en (TloncJoy end Ibo/day and
get remarkable deal/ on Toco/
delivered to your door.

i Pick-up only not valid
; with any other coupon j

Northwestern College of Chiropractic
Professional Success Through Clinical Excellence
For 5) yean. Northwestern College or Chiropractic has been preparing doctors
of chiropractic. We have more than 1.000 graduates across the globe who are
successful, productive cWwcal practitioners.
Ntonhwesiem College of Chiropractic win provide you.

I _

JJ^ee Person
I Four Person
15* Person
Is'* Person

• A well-rounded, rigorous education integrating the bask and clinical
sciences, diagnosis. X-ray, chiropractic therapeutics and practice management
• Clmtcal education through every step of the curriculum, beginning with
hands-on chiropractic technique classes in the lint trimester
• limited enrollment, small classes 0 I ' student to faculty raUo). individual
attention from (acuity, and easy access to educational resources
• Clinical internships withm 3S Minnesota community clinics and five .'nllege
pubet canes
• A research center known internationally as a leader m clinically-controlled
research trials, which is dedicated to advancing the knowledge of chiropractic
• extensive financial aid resources
• Final term, full-time private practice internships m chmcs around the work)

"■"-•.«», SBSSv.......
Limits
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$20,520
$23,100
$27,720
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Northwestern College of Chlropractk
2501 West 84th Street
Bloomington, MN 55431
1 800 888-4777

i

For a personal vttrt or more detailed information, cal a Northwestern
Admissions counselor at I 800 SM-4777 You'll discover the exceptional
difference en education at Northwestern can make m your We

REPROgraphics

REPROgraphics

REPROgraphics

\ 'Didyou know...

*"chens With

4. We can wake buttons, mugs, T-shirts and moui. pads
from your photos
♦ Personalized Calenders are available

. Matching Papor and Envelopes are available by Spacial
Ordor
♦ Wo can make personalized HOMO pads

"Call us for details and pricing"
602 administration 'BuUding
REPROgraphics

REPROgraphics

REPROgraphics

372-2323
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Christian Pelutl
The BC News

KALAMAZOO, Mich. - The
Falcons rode the Western Michigan Broncos right out of the
CCHA playoffs this weekend
with two convincing victories,
8-1 Friday and 3-1 Saturday, at
Lawson Ice
Arena to advance to the
CCHA semifinals Friday at
Joe Louis
Arena in Detroit.
BG will face
Lake Superior
at 8:30 p.m.
Powen
with the winner
advancing to the CCHA final Saturday night. Michigan will take
on Michigan State in the other
semifinal at S p.m.
More Importantly for the Falcons, the sweep of Western Michigan almost assures BG of their
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BG hockey team sweeps

past Western Michigan,
advances to semifinals

Savard convincingly outduels Magliarditi

Pat Murphy
first NCAA Tournament bid
The BC News
since 1990 when the Falcons lost
in the first round to Maine, two
KALAMAZOO, Mich. -games to zero.
Someone may want to reThe Falcons turned in their
count the votes for the league
best back-to-back performances
All-Rookie team. Bowling
of the year this weekend at the
Green's Mike Savard out
right time as Bowling Green
dueled Western Michigan's
dominated any and all facets of
Mark Magliarditi in a showthe game both nights.
down between the top two
Pick any aspect of hockey and
freshman goaltenders in the
the Falcons controlled it.
Central Collegiate Hockey As■ Goaltendmg. Which freshsociation.
man goaltender made the All-CMagliarditi was named as the
CHA rookie team? After watching the last two games, Falcon
■ Special teams. Simply stated,
goalie Mike Savard stopped 62 of
64 Bronco shots, while the prob- the Falcons went 5 for 12 with the
able CCHA rookie of the year, man-advantage in the two games,
Bronco goalie Marc Magliarditl, including two of the three goals
was chased from the game Fri- in Saturday's 3-1 win, while limitday after allowing seven goals ing the Broncos power play to 2
of IS.
and looked shaky all weekend.

"You need big time goaltending, and he
was certainly a factor in the series."
Buddy Powers
BC head coach
first team All-Rookie goaltender Monday, Mar. 4. He was
one of two players to receive
unanimous selection to the
team. Savard garnered honorable mention recognition.
■ Defense. Two goals allowed
in two games (both on the power
play) only tells half the story.
The Falcon defensemen hammered and harassed Western's
forwards all series, taking the
physical play to the bigger and

But Savard showed in the
first round of the CCHA
playoffs that he would not be
outshined by Magliarditi, leading BG to 8-1 and 3-1 victories
to capture the series 2-0 and

advance to the CCHA semifinals at the Joe Louis Arena this
Friday.
"You need big time goaltending, and he was certainly a
major factor in the series,"
said BG head coach Buddy
Powers. "He had himself a
great weekend."
Savard stopped 62 of 64 shots
on the weekend for a .968 save
percentage and had his

supposedly more aggressive,
Bronco team.
■ Offense. An 11-goal output
with every Falcon position player
(except defenseman Matt Eldred) scoring at least one point
over the two-game span.

March Madness

'Cats,
Kansas
each
fall

Iowa State 56, Kansas 55
KANSAS CITY, Mo. - Dedric Wiltoughby, the Big Eight's b»si free
throw shooter, made two foul shots
with 5.5 seconds to play as No. 23
Iowa State edged No. 5 Kansas
56-55 Sunday for the conference
tournament championship and automatic NCAA tournament bid.
Wilioughby, who finished with 20
points, was fouled by Jacque
Vaughn after Raef LaFrentz had givsn the Jayhawks a one-point lead
with 7.1 seconds to play by making
two free throws.

■ Physical play. After getting
whacked 4-0 by Western at Lawson Jan. 20, the Falcons returned
with a more aggressive game
that far outchecked the Broncos,
See FALCONS, page ten.

EMU
claims
MAC

crown
Rusty Miller

The Associated Press

NEW ORLEANS - Dontae'
Jones scored 28 points as No. 25
Mississippi Slate ended topranked Kentucky's impressive
run through the Southeastern
Conference with a 84-73 victory
Sunday in the championship
game of the league's tournament.
Kentucky (28-2), which had
won four straight SEC tournament championships, had the nation's longest winning streak at
27 games. The Wildcats had also
won 26 straight games against
conference opponents, dating to
a home loss to the same Bulldogs
on Feb. 14,1995.
Mississippi State (22-7) was
playing In the SEC tournament
final for the first time since 1933,
the league's first.
Mississippi State was only the
second team to lead Kentucky at
halftime this season. But the
Bulldogs held on after building
the 43-38 lead.

See SAVARD, page ten.

The Associated Press

The Aaaacl*lt4 Pnu/Bd Zurga
Members of the Iowa State Cyclones hoist the championship trophy after their upset of nationally-ranked Kansas In the Big Eight
Championship Game in Kansas City Sunday. The Cyclones earned

a fifth seed In the Midwest Regional and will take on California in
the NCAA First Round on Thursday in Dallas. The rest of the tournament field Is on pages 8-9.

No surprises in NCAA draw
The Associated Press
KANSAS CITY, Ma - With
little controversy and no glaring
omissions from the 64-team
showcase, NCAA tournament
field was announced Sunday, and
all went smoothly except for lasthour losses by two of the top
teams.
Kentucky, one of the teams

that fell Sunday, Massachusetts,
Connecticut and Purdue were selected the No. 1 seeds for the
tournament that starts Thursday
and ends April 1 in East Rutherford, NJ.
Kentucky's loss to Mississippi
State in the Southeastern Conference tournament championship game ended the Wildcats'
28-game winning streak, dropped

the to 28-2 and probably cost
them the overall No. 1 seed.
That apparently went to Massachusetts (31-1), which was
seeded No. 1 in the East. The Atlantic 10 champion will open
against Central Florida (11-18),
one of two sub-.500 teams in the
field and the one with the worst
record.
Kentucky, the No. 1 seed in the

Midwest, gets the other team
with a losing record, San Jose
State (13-16).
Connecticut (30-2), the Big
East champion, topped the
bracket in the Southeast, while
Purdue (25-5), the three-time Big
Ten champion, was No. 1 in the
West
■ Tournament bracket, pages
8-9

TOLEDO - Brian Tolbert was
having fun. And that caused
Toledo a lot of misery.
Tolbert scored 10 of his 21
points during a decisive 13-2 second-half run, and Eastern Michigan beat Toledo 77-63 Saturday
to win the Mid-American Conference tournament title and a berth
in the NCAA tournament.
"I just love playing basketball," said Tolbert, a 6-foot-2
senior guard. "When you're out
there winning, we call it having
fun. And there's no better feeling
than having fun."
Eastern (24-5), with the best
record in school history, will be
making its third appearance in
the NCAA tournament. The Eagles made It to the round of 16 in
1991 before losing to North Carolina.
Derrick Dial added 14 points,
Earl Boykins 12 and Theron Wilson 11 for the Eagles, who also
were the MAC'S regular-season
champions.
"Where they kill you is with
balance," said Toledo coach
Larry Gipson.
"I think anyone of our three
guys can take control of a game
when they want to," Eastern
coach Ben Braun said. "Today it
happened to be Brian."
Tolbert made half of his 14
shots from the field - including
three of six 3 point attempts. He
also had seven rebounds and four
assists.

Knight really likes Boone McDowell fits with Indians
The Associated Press

PLANT CITY, Fla. - It doesn't
take manager Ray Knight long to
list what he likes about Cincinnati Reds second baseman Bret
Boone.
"Everything," Knight said.
In just two seasons, Boone has
developed into one of the team's
cornerstones. .Ie and shortstop
Barry Larkln are expected to
form the Reds' double-play combination for years to come.
Boone, 26, came to the Reds
from Seattle in a trade following
the 1993 season. He hit 320 in
1994 and .267 last year.
His average dipped last year
because of a slump in August,

when he batted just .151 He
wants to avoid a prolonged slump
this season.
"Consistency - it all comes
back to that," Boone said. "Day in
and day out, you have to make an
adjustment. I know if I do that
the way I'm capable, the numbers are going to be there."
Boone thinks he knows why he
slumped near the end of last
year.
"I think I was very stubborn,"
he said. "I wanted just to go up
there and let it happen and it
wasn't happening. I didn't make
the adjustments Late In the
season, mid-September, I started
coming around and getting back
to the basics. I started hitting the

ball well again."
Developing more consistency
is just one of the things Boone is
working on. He considers himself still in the developmental
stage of his career.
One of his favorite ways to
learn is to watch older veterans.
"It's not so much that I learn
verbally from anyone, but I
watch the guys I really respect as
players - what do they do in this
situation, what do they do In that
situation," Boone said. "I would
say that five years from now I'm
going to be doing the same
thing."
Defensively, Boone also is getting better. He put together a
79-game errorless streak.

M

The Associated Press
LAKELAND, Fla. - Except for
the accident that left him dangling upside down in his car, the
injury that forced him to skip a
start and the wind that nearly
blew him off the mound, spring
training is going just fine for
Jack McDowell.
Adjusting to a new team is actually easier the second time
around, McDowell said Sunday,
partly because it's the second
time around and partly because
he already has several friends on
the Cleveland Indians.
The Indians signed McDowell
to a two-year, $10.15 million contract in December, adding an-

mtaammm

other veteran to a solid rotation
that includes Orel Hershiser,
Dennis Martinez and Charles
Nagy. It left manager Mike Hargrove with only two questions
regarding his rotation: Who will
be the fifth starter, and who will
start the opener?
"It's going to be a lot of fun,"
McDowell said. "That's a lot of
experience, a lot of stuff to fall
back on. It's nice to be able to
turn some of your questions back
on guys who've been down the
road a little bit."
McDowell, 30, got off to a
miserable start in New York last
year, going winless (0-4, 4.68
ERA) over a span of eight starts
from April 28 to June 13 in a city

that has some of the leastforgiving fans in the country.
But he turned his season
aitMind and finished with a 15-10
record and 3.93 ERA in what
turned out to be his only year
with the Yankees. He was lured
to Cleveland by the big contract
and the very real possibility that
he could be pitching in the World
Series this year.
"It was probably a lot harder to
adjust last year because it was
my first new team," said
McDowell, 30, who spent six-plus
srasonn with the Chicago White
Sox before getting traded to the
Yankees. "I felt like I didnt really know any of those guys last
year."
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1 Connecticut
16 Colgate

OWU 1 niL/\k3 1

8 Duke
9 E. Michigan
5 Mississippi St.
12 V. Commonwealth
4
13
6
11

RCA Dome
Indianapolis. IN
March 14 & 16

UCLA
Princeton
Indiana
Boston College

Southeast Regional
Rupp Arena
Lexington. KY
March 22 & 24

3 Georgia Tech
14 Austin Peay

Orlando Arena
Orlando. FT.
March 15 & 17

7 Temple
10 Oklahoma
2 Cincinnati
15 UNC-Greensboro

The Final Four
Meadowlands Arena
East Rutherford. N.I
March 30

1 Purdue
16 W. Carolina
8 Georgia
9 Clemson
5 Memphis
12 Drexel

University Arena
Albuquerque. NM
March 14 & 16

4 Syracuse
13 Montana State

West Regional
McNIchols Arena
Denver. CO
March 22 & 24

6 lowa
11 0- Washington
3 Arizona
14 Valparaiso
7 Maryland
10 Santa Clara

TITLE
Monday,
9:00

Unlv Activity Center
Tempe. AZ
March 15 & 17

2 Kansas
15 S. Carolina St.

A\7v?c*nr
WKSI

msmaa
135 N. MAIN

fi

Come see the BIG Game

of the day on the BIG screen!
Happy Hour prices - the best in town ($1 pints)
The Best Mixed Drink Deals

A

(In-House Specials - Every Thursday)

^foARTNKfS

Greenwood Centre
1602 E. Wooster St.
352 3443

CONVENIENCE MART

North
1091 N. Main St.
352-2430

Fi35Fl(fcri (111

«S>

>&wrii
wr m H

y

\ 1 «'
;

'■* «f?

A

163 S. Main

South
996 S. Main St.
3520534

«L tV

352-2595

fax 353-5210

'EjcperUnu IHning at its (Best for any Occasion
m M™ !■ I— -"^ MM ■ I '■■ I

MM ■■■

MM i ■-■ MM MM MM MM MM MM MM MM MM Ml

Buy One Dinner (at reg. price)
Get 2nd at 1/2 fice
!I 'fcactlrttfUt
/2*0***^'**+* ' 4
*" (offer not valid on Fri. & Sat.P
evenings) i»

BEER & WINE AT STATE MINIMUM!
Marlboro

Winston
Camel

$1.30 $1.26

Subway

inside

North
location &
Greenwood
Centre
All Purchases
Including Gas

CHARGE IT!

1

l

J2^f^2^ft

Mistic
GPC
Montclair

..,.,

|
< !

,■
,
AM,
A Loca,,ons!
"

.xp_4-30-»6_j

'Bring In SI friend Or family Today!

—-

IJ

Preferred Properties

MasterCard

530 S. Maple
352-9378

EXTRA

EXTRA

Efficiency, 1&2 Bedroom
Furnished & Unfurnished
Haven House
Fox Run
Houses
Birchwood
Piedmont
Small Buildings
Frontier Housing Mini Mall

i

FARMS

RESTAURANT

1726 E. Wooster (Located Behind BP)
Carry-out Available 352-2193

Lunch Savors

K

10 Great Lunches $3.99 and Under
Available Monday Thru Friday Until 4 a.m.
•
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1 Massachusetts
16 Central Florida

KAS1

link/ *

■rovldence Ctvlc Cntr.
Providence. RI
March 14 & 16

8 Bradley
9 Stanford
5 Penn State
12 Arkansas
4 Marquette
13 Monmouth

Georgia Dome
Atlanta. GA
March 21 & 23

6 North Carolina
11 New Orleans

Richmond Coliseum
Richmond. VA
March 15 & 17

3 Texas Tech
14 Northern Illinois
7 New Mexico
lO Kansas State
2 Georgetown
15 Miss. Valley St.

The Final Four
Meadowlands Arena
East Rutherford. NJ
March 30

GAME
April 1

1 Kentucky
16 San Jose State

p.m.
Reunion Arena
Dallas. TX
March 14 & 16

8 Wis.-Green Bay
9 Virginia Tech
5 Iowa State
12 California
4 Utah
13 Canisius

Metrodome
Minneapolis. MN
March 21 & 23

6 Louisville
HTulsa

Hr.iillrv Center
Milwaukee. WI
March 15 & 17

3 Villanova
14 Portland
7 Michigan
10 Texas
2 Wake Forest
iC MIT
I nniL-i'iTVi
IS)
l\r> J.ouisiaii.i

MIDWEST

March Madness = Low Prices!

SHOOT on over to South Side 6
for All your Party Needs
737 S. Main

DUY1
FOOTLONG
GET THE
NEXT ONE

FOR 99<t
.

ihei

"■

1091 N. Main
828 S. Main
524 E. Wooster
1602 E. Wooster
Woodland Mall

352-5505
354-2608
352-8500
354-2800
352-7279

BUY 2
ftWl
AND GET
1 FREE

I Chips & Drink I
.v-Mi H «l - 1 II. N»/

"Quality Off-Campus Housing"

HOP
TO IT!!!
113 Railroad St.
Open Mon. thru Fri
8.00 am - 5:00 p.m.
Sat. 8 a.m. - 12 p.m

Call for our
competitive rates

352-9302

Come Watch March Madness
on the BIG SCREENS!!

l\H lb. WeckburgeA
* w/purchase of I

m®GW CT®(B(fl 3 pm - 9 pm /
Call 353-BWWW

352-8639

• 313 N. Main St.
• 615 Second St.
• Rockledge Manor
(840 ft 850 Sixth St.)
• 841 Eighth St.
• 733 Manville
• 755 Man ville
• 777 Man ville
• 640 Eighth St.
• 317 N. Main St.
• Campus Manor
(SOS Clough)

.E. MANAGEMENT

2

■

/ 99A

WIIERB-TOE PAIOY STARTS

GET WHAT YOU WANT

■ i

-^

soi i ii SIDE «

5 V

/ FREE WINGS\
' w/ purchase of •
ISindeWingOrdeJ

iPAPAJOBtsi

■(BASKETBALL) ( BASKETBALL)|(lfsKETBALL)

7

ONE UW6E ONE TOPPWG

IMI-UTitti

HIIUM.

•26 S. HAM ST.

353-PAPA

"$

5*

FREE DELIUERV

El)lHll«(l NO«*l««Mn,cm«
VlM or*t « PHTCCMIO DcMtn CwWur p>yl
•IWtciMMMIu MdMnltpfilnguM

176 E. Wooster

$C95MADNE$S

$■725 MA*N
|4|

FAMLYSPEOAL

urn
nm-UT

■ UHimiinu
iKflaWl

MT1IJLM.
•MS. MAM ST.

353-PAPA

fftEE OELIUEfi

^T3

(aptm * Mm Not MM MX any oM> Mir.
V«U on* ■ pMOpBlng kxafom Ontoirm wyi
•mppufchutotu MNBMNSJMJ«*»

I
I ■!■■■■■ ■!■■■!

MMMMI

QiriKTVPIttrlZU
UTEMU
■«■■■
TMI-UT
rniiuL
IMS. MAM ST.

353-PAPA
I»*M M <■•

Not ma «•< m, <*" «
vwMrapMktmginmCMorMrpaff
■HK»"»i» »»S*W»»p»M«"-
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FALCONS

SAVARD

Continued from page seven.

literally beating them at their
own game.
Falcon head coach Buddy
Powers couldn't focus on what
facet of the game impressed him
the most.
"I thought we had a lot of guys
play well. It wasn't just one or
two guys," Powers said. "[Friday
night] we had almost everyone in
the lineup score a point, so we
had the balanced scoring and
great goaltending and that's the
things we look for to be successfill and we got it both nights.''
The Falcons never trailed in
either of the two games, scoring
the first eight goals Friday and
the first three goals Saturday.
Saturday, the Falcons scored
their first goal at 17:41 of the
first period on the power play.
Left wing Brett Punchard, symbolistic of the way BG handled
Western, muscled past one man
to reach a loose puck on the goalpost and fought off another to
send the puck out to defenseman
Kelly Perrault at the point, who
dinged a slapshot off the post and
past Magliarditi for a 1-0 lead.
Defenseman Chad Ackerman
tallied what proved to be the
game-winner 1:05 into the second
period as his low wristshot appeared to have ticked off a

Western defenseman's body and
through Magllarditi's pads to
move BG ahead 2-0.
The Falcons' third goal came
from right wing Mike Johnson,
who played for the first time in
11 games since breaking his right
wrist against Michigan on Jan.
27.
Johnson took a drop pass from
left wing Adam Lamarre at
center ice and with a Western defenseman draped on his back,
slipped a wristshot past Magliarditi's stick side to extend the BG
lead to 3-0 at 7:26 of the second
period.
Johnson's play breathed life
into a Falcon fourth line that had
seen little icetime over the past
several weeks. With his addition,
Powers was able to send out four
lines more consistently to keep
the other lines a little fresher.
"Johnson is not only a good
player, but an experienced
player, and it allowed us not to
break up our other combinations
right away and it also allowed
Mike to kind of get his timing
down and his rhythm playing In
game situations," Powers said.
Johnson was happy to return
and contribute after his long
layoff.
"When I was sitting out, the

team was playing really well,"
Johnson said. "It's hard to sit out
because you feel you can help the
team, and it's nice to come back
and, even though I was on the
fourth line, we played pretty well
together."
Western's Chris Brooks
chipped in a power play goal at
10:52 of the second period, but
that would be it for the Broncos
as Savard would be stellar in
goal, stopping all 14 Western
shots to secure the victory.
But the manner in which the
Falcons carried the physical play
all weekend seemed to surprise
the Broncos. BG consistently
won the one-on-one battles,
usually putting the opponent on
the ice.
"We knew coming in here it
was going to be a defensive
battle," Ackerman said. "Both
teams are offensive, and we just
wanted to play defensively and
let the goals come."
Said Punchard: "Our 'D' played
Incredible this weekend. They
played a lot, but they never got
beat out of the corners. There
weren't too many odd- man rushes and Savy was unstoppable.
"Stacking the pads left and
right, he looked like friggin' Eddie Belfour."

Bronco head coach Bill Wilkinson acknowledged how well the
Falcons played in eliminating his
team.
"We didn't play as well as we
wanted, but Bowling Green made
us play [that way]," Wilkinson
said. "And Savard, this Is as well
as he's played against us all
year."
"It's frustrating when you have
your chances and can't capitalize, and Bowling Green certainly got a couple and capitalized on theirs."
Friday, BG got more than a
couple opportunities on their way
to an 8-1 spanking of the Broncos.
After a scoreless first period,
the Falcons sprang for three
goals In the second and five in
the third.
In the second period, Punchard, Jeff Herman and Curtis
Fry scored to give the Falcons a
3-0 lead. Punchard and Fry had a
hand in each goal, tallying a goal
and two assists each.
The third period saw Dan
Price, Jason Clark (two goals),
Keith Ebare and Dave Faulkner
continue the onslaught with goals
and an 8-0 lead. Western's Joe
Corvo would score with 28.9 seconds remaining in the game to
spoil Savard's bid for a shutout.

"Delta Qamma
9\[ezv Pledges
Shannon Clancy
Micah Murray
Jen Bendik
Lisa Gonzales
Kristen Cavalier
Sarah Linquist
Jamie Godec

Kristen Nicholl
Cori Von Deylen
Melissa Mencini
Amy Elwell
Christine Martin
Maura Baessler
Kelly Johnston

ENTER
Dcfotrty 71* Qifee ftm/

Continued from page seven.

strongest performance in consecutive games this season. His
biggest problem this season has
been a lack of consistency, he
would play strong one game and
follow it up with a poor showing.
That was apparent during the
final weekend of the regular
season. Savard held Michigan
State to one goal and in the next
game against Michigan he was
pulled after giving up six goals in
two periods.
"It was Important for him to
get re-focused after the Michigan game and not let that effect
him," Powers said. "He needed to
go out and play the game the way
he can, and I think he certainly
met a challenge."
Savard declined to comment
after Saturday's game.
"Savard, as well as he has
played against us all year, and
It's frustrating when you have
you're chances and you can't
capitalize," said WMU head
coach Bill Wilkinson.
The Red Deer, Alta., native
saved his best three saves of the
series for the final five minutes
during Saturday's series clinching game.
Bronco forward Jamal Mayers,
who scored 17 goals this season,
broke free from the Falcon defense and went in alone on Savard. Mayers brought the puck to
his backhand and tried to flip it
over Savard. Savard stuck his
right pad out and stopped Mayers
initial shot and a rebound effort.
During the final minute, with
BG clinging to a two goal lead,
Bronco Justin Cardwell redirected a pass just outside the
Falcon crease. But Savard slid
across the crease and stacked his
pads to end any hopes Western
Michigan had of coming back in
the series.
"Basically whatever came to
him he came up real strong on,"
said Falcon defenseman Kelly
Perrault. "Savy was a pillar of
strength for us."
"On paper coming in they had
the better goaltender," said Falcon captain Jason Clark. "During

the year that guy won a lot of
games for them. The whole
season he's carried the team, but
Savy was the goalie we needed in
the playoffs."
While Savard stoned the Broncos, Magliarditi found himself
looking for pucks behind him all
too often. Magliarditi gave up ten
goals in two games, well above
his 2.34 goals against average
during the regular season.
The Falcon forwards did a good
job of getting traffic in front of
Magliarditi, limiting his ability to
see the puck. "All the credit to
Magliarditi he's had a phenomenal year," said Falcon right wing
Mike Johnson. "But Mike's a
competitor, and he really stepped
up to the challenge."
Bowling Green 8, Western Mich
gani
Flnt Parted
No Molina.
Alt..! BOO. WMU 0
Second Period
BO (1) -- Punchard (20) - (Crombeen. Fry) 3*
PPG
BO(2)-Hamwi(10) • (Punchard.Fry)82S
BG (3) - Fry (18) ■ (Punchard. Kelman) 13:37
itUr2.BG3.WUU0
Third Period
BG (4) - Price (8) - (Fair. Clark) 0 45
BG (5) •■ Clark(tg) -(Hall.Price) VS1 PPG
BG (8) - Ebara (3) - (Lamarra. Hustler) 8 26
BG (7) - Ckvk (20) - (Perrault, Crombeen)
1209 PPG
BG (8) ■■ Faulkner (8) - (Ackerman. HoUmgar)
1833
WM (1) - Corvo (S) - (Brooks. Ruonaki) 1031
PPG
Final: 00 8. WMU 1
Savaa
BG - Savard 33-34 (80:00). WMU -- Marjiaroiu
26-32 (52:09). Barnes 4-8 (7:48).

Bowling Green 3, Western Michigan 1
Finn-Period
BG (1) -- Perrault (19) - (Punchard, Fry) 17:41
PPG
Atari: BO 1, WMU 0
Second Period
BG (2) - Ackerman (3) - (Fair. Hall) 10S PPG
BG (3) - Johnson (12)- (Lamarra. Ebara) T3»
WM (1) - Brooks (17) ■ (Brown. Corvo) 10:52
PPG
After 3: BO 3, WMU 1
Third Period
No scoring.
Final: BO 3, WMU 1
Save*
BG - Savard 29-30 (6000). WM - Magliarditi
29-32 (58:23).

Try to study on the weekends

I.NEWM
B.G.S.U

OFFICE LUNCH TRIVIA U\Ml
GET THE WHOLE OFFICE INVOLV.
ENTER YOUR OFFICE, DEPARTMENT OR
ORGANIZATION BY FILLING OUT THE ENTR
FORM BELOW, MAIL IT OR
DROP IT OFF AT PAPA JOHN'S
AND IF WE DRAW YOUR
ENTRY FORM WE WILL
CALL BEFORE LUNCH AND
GIVE YOU CHANCES TO
ANSWER B.G.S.U TRIVIA AND WIN
SOME FABULOUS DISCOUNTS ON
PIZZA AND BREADSTICKS
PLATES AND NAPKINS INCLUDED
(DISCOUNTS MUST BE USED THAT DAY
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER.

Biinf this offer Into
the Klnko's listed and
choose from spiral,
tape, coal binding, or
Vefob-nd* on documents
up to one-inch thick
with card stock covers for 99« each. Copies not included.
Offer is limited to one coupon per customer Coupon must
be presented at time of purchase and is not valid with other
offers.Valid only at the Klnko's location listed below. Coupon
void where prohibited by law. No cash value. Offer expires
March 31. IW6

& LUNCH ONLY)

NAME OF OFFICE DEPT. OR ORGANIZATION
ADDRESS ____^^^___^__^___
PHONE NUMBER
BEST TIME TO CAU. BEFORE LUNCH

T Accent Color Copies
▼ Binding & Finishing
▼ Oversize Copies

Good at Papa John's • 826 S. Main St
One Large
with the Works.

-ii

ir -:0n

II Two Tens for Ten u

And a Second
Large Two Toppings

$5QQ

|

996

En pires 30 days. No) valid wtin any
otnerofler Valid only at parSdpaSng
locations Customer pays all aponcatue
.vaiM iu Addiwna. topotng extra
l|

«

Two Small
TwOiTbppings

Large
^ 7 25
11 One Topping f

$-|0OO

• I Two large $^ «-*g5
11 One Topping I «c

II
II

EipirM 30 day*. Not valid with any
other oner Valid only at oartKipeOng
locations. Cuttom-x payt all applicable
talee tax. Additional topping extra.
I |

▼ Full Color Copies
T Fax/Mailing Services
▼ Custom Printing

▼ Passport Photos
T Presentation Materials
▼ Office Stationery & Supplies

kinko's

The new way to office;
115 Railroad St ▼ 354-3977

Eiptrea 30 day*. Not vaUdvnth any
other oner. Vatd only at parDclpUng
locations. Customer pays all applicable
tales tax Additional topping extra

Open 7 days a week.
Monday - Friday open 24 hours
eifWKuWlt- AX r»as resort *-*«■■. >!0m»iW+tm******»t&*l*uC'*r<>-m**.*-4'->-4'**'-Tm~*x>*Ma

k
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BAIH DE soLBlL

■"SB*!*.
3

NO AD
f •Jtewa/ian Oil ** ^.2
•Sun Block L«« i '

ses ,a«jfts»*—

WWERTONE

.K Lotion

YOUR TOTAL VALUE LEADER
Prices and Items Effective at All Area Kroger Stores Thru April 20,1996.
COPYRIGHT 1996 THE KROGER CO. QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED. NONE SOLD TO DEALERS.

»

FOOD&DRUG

m

■

■■

Classifieds
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LOST & FOUND

CAMPUS EVENTS

Found 2 keys outside West Hall 3-7 M
Identify In 302 WH

"• Advertising Club MMtmg"'
Tonight© 000pm mBA 1010
UMI the man who creeled the Dormnos
Plna MOW Brian Treisch

LOST: Garnet-colored slone-like beads.
(Red-bk ) Losl near BA BWg Sentimental value. Reward. 372-0540 or 354-4010, leave
message.

DAYTONA BEACH SPRING BREAKI
Break away to the honest action in Florida
where guys meal girls i New motel on He
ocean. AAA-aled, Beach volleyball, tree MTV.
Pool and wet bar open 24 hours Don't be left
out of this Special Promotion-Call
1 900-6820018

Sr.RVICHS OKKhHEU

Oon't ruin your spnng vacation because you're
loo cheap lo buy a tanning package.
Campus Tanning ' 352 7889

Com* lo the Business
Opporlunrllas Elpo
ol Business Administration
March 13,1996
400-oOOpm
?rxl Floor Lounge, BA

Are you ■ »mgI© parent?
Would you like lo join wiiti other tingle
parents to share ideas and Information?
Come to our organ tz atonal meeting
Tuesday March 12
or Wed. March 13.6 30 pm at
Bowling Green Pregnancy Center.

Pteass attend ff..
you are considanng a major In business,
you naad mora information about business
specializ aborts.
you want ID laarn more about career opportunities m business.
you want to learn more about student business
organ izationi
you want 10 be eligible lor prizes and giveaways

Call 354-4673
Pregnant?
Free Pregnancy tests. Confidential and
caring. 354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Rsfreshmente will be served

Hey educaior majors, health majors.
members ol the BG Health Club, and
anyone else interested In promoting
Healthy Collegiate Lifestyles
COME THE THE NEVER AGAIN MEETING
Tu.s, March 12 4:1 Spm
Rm 222 Health Canter
Any questons? Call 372 8512 iKristen)

JanUAOaBeaoVeaorl
Dweckv Applications now available
si Office ol Student Activities (330 Union)
Applications due by 3/1 Sal 5pm
'?? call Sieve at 2 2343
GREAT EXPERIENCE • CHECK IT OUT!

Omega Phi Alpha Garage Sale
March 13 A 14 1100-3150 Union Oval
Proceeds benefit
Breast Cancer Research
Donations welcome.

Congratulations lo Oil Omega's
Amy Banflald
on har raoant lavakerltifl lo
BGSU's Sigma Chi Alumni Ryan Farguaon

SBX*SBX*SBX*SBX
Personalized
Graduation Announcements
48 hour service
Mln. Order ol IS
Slop In and see us!
353-7732
•SBX'SBX'SBX'SBX
SKYDIVE BG. SAYS JUMP INTO SPRING'
1st Jump daises starting April 6 Student and
group discount!. Visa ft MC accepted. 10
minutes from BGSU. SKYDIVE BG. 352 5200

PERSONALS

REDE
Advice for the Rest of You
Metaphysical Supplies. Alternative Jewelry ft
An
Opening March 14th
131 W. Wooster SI BG 352-7333

-SBX'SBX-SBX-SBXPersonalized
Graduation Announcements
4ft hour service
Mln. Order 15
Stop In and eee usl

VOTE-VOTE-VOTE-VOTE-VOTE
Nethen Green/Jennifer Georges
For USG President and Vice President

Don't Surl The Nef
unless you are going lo vole in the
USG elections The elections tor
Undergraduate Student Government
President/Vice- President
and Al-Large Senators wil be on Netscape
Trie new voting system Is:
'Safe and confidential
'Available In all on-cam pus computer labs
• I ASVi The slops snll be luted in labs
Al you need is your BGSU PIN> and
a BGNET account
Elections are
March 12- Internet voting begins at 8 a m.
March 13- Internet voting until midnight
March 14-Uraonga.m-5 p.m. and
Ubrary4p.rn.-11 pm.
(no internet voting on the 14th!)

VOTE-VOTE-VOTE VOTE -VOTE
Nathan Green/Jennifer Georges
For USG President end Vice President
March 12-13: Vole on the Internet
March 14 Union 8am-5pm,
Jerome Library 4pm-11pm
'Answering the Celllo.
Effective Leaderehlp1
VOTE-VOTE-VOTE -VOTE-VOTE

•SBX'SBX-SBX-SBX
ALPHA XI DELTA
The sisters of Alpha Xi Delta
would like to congratulate
Bet ay Hauplman
on her induction into
Mortar Board
ALPHA XI DELTA

'Anawaring the Cad lor
Effective Leadership"
VOTE-VOTE-VOTE-VOTE-VOTE

AreyouWELLAWARE?
Come And out anytime between
4:00 and 6 00 pm
on March 11.12. and 13.1996
at the Student Rec. Center E nuance1

CITY EVENTS

Alien*ton Spring Breakers!
Last minute specials to
Panama City
Cancun
Jamaica
Lowest Pnce Guaranteed
Endless Summer Tours
t-ftOO-234-7007

REDE
Advice (or the Rest ol You
Metaphysical supplies. Alternative Jewerly and
An Opening.
March 14th
131 W Wooster St BG 352 7333

CHINA B0FF£T
Chinese Restaurant

Good cook needed immediately at BG Country
Club. Must be able to work some lunches
Great summer job. Apply in person 923 FejrviewAve.. 352-3100.

2 ticketi tor May Graduation
WHpay.

3 summer subteasera needed for 3 bedroom
house. Can Chris. Was. or Jeremy at
354-6521
Female Subleaser wanted lor Summer.
tiSoVmo. Close to campus Stan 6/1/96
372-579$
I m buying 2 Ganh Brooks tickets in
Cleveland. Cal 353-6150.
Male or female lublseser from now until May.
1225/mo. Close to campus. Electric I phone
only Very wee apt Cal 353-3212.
POOMMATE WANTED NEXT YEAR
E. Wooster house
353-8915
Subieeeer warned for downtown one-bedroom
apt Next to Same's. Available now. Call Pete
at 352-7373.

GET READY FOR SPRING BREAK
20% off all sunglasses with this ad Ray-Ban
Serenoen. BoUa. many in slock. Catalogs
available. 1022 N Prospect BG. 352-2502

Eat-In or Carry-out & Health Food for Everyday

Lunch • $4.99 rr

" w-inllml..

n

Children Under 12 - $2.99 ' Includes Drink

*~nr

""M

Dinner e $6.99 ^T
Seafood salad at dinner nme
Children Under 12 - S3 99 / Includes Drink

I Cruise) Ships Hinngl
Students Needed i
$M.Free Travel
(Canbbean, Europe. Hawalil)
Seasonal Permanent
No Expar. Necessary

Mon. -Sat.: 11:00a.m. - 10:30p.m.
Sunday: 12:00 noon - 10:00 p.m.

$1750 weekly possible masng our circulars.
No experience required Begin now. For infocall 301-308-1207.

KKG SAE KKG SAE
The sisters of Kappa Kappa Gamma would
like to thank tie brothers ol Sigma Alpha Epellon
for the wonderful time at the tea. Thinks
guys!
-Kappaa
KKG SAE KKG SAE

C5.00O/YR
INCOME potential Reading
books. Toll Free (1) 800-898-9778 Ext R 2076
tor details.
250 Counselors & Instructors neededl
Private, coed summer camp in Pocono Mtns .
NE Pennsylvania. Lohikan. Box 234BG.
Kenaworth, NJ 07033(9081 276-0998

ALASKA
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
• Ftetwtg Industry •
Students Neededi
Earn up to S3.000-a6.000 ./month
Many employers provide room & board
• transportation. Male or Female.
No experience necessary.
Join thousands of other students
nationwide and enjoy the most
baautilul scenery in the U.S. I

PRSSA PRSSA PRSSA
Want hands on
Public Retasons experience?
Coma to our client meeongsl
Every Monday
6 1 pm in Room 117BA
PRSSA PRSSA PRSSA

OH 43402

Management Inc.

WMA HARTL6V

822 50/HR PT/FT. Easy work Gel paid lor
shopping and your opinion on new consumer
products No exp. req. 1-800-638-6845. Ext
2008.

Omrcron Delta Kappa Honor Society
lor Juniors and Seniors
Apphcabons now available
405 Student Services
Deadline March 20 by 5 00pm
Any questions, call keck al 354-8915
Omicron Delta Kappa Honor Society

1060 North Maki SI.
Bowling Gr«*n,

March 11.12,13
Showtimes 5-8-10-12

Gde 919-929-4398 ext.C2073

Join UAO 8 Be A Director!
Director Applications now available
in Office of Student Activities (330 Union)
Applications due by 3/18 at 5pm
? ? 7 call Steve at 2-2343
GREAT EXPERIENCE - CHECK IT OUTII

354-2269
354-0929

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

1-206-871-3510 exl A55443
Student Employment Services

Alaska Job. Earn up to 30K m 3 months. Fishing, construction, canaries, oil fields, plus
more. 7 days. 407-875-2022 ext 0561
Are you "Outgoing
-Sell Motivated
'Goal-Oriented
"A Team Player
'Sales Experience
helpful but not necessary
The BG News is looking for successful advertising account executives for Fall 1996/Spnng
1997. Applications available at 204 Wast Hall
or call John Viroslek at 372-2605 tor mora de
tails.
BEST SUMMER JOB IN BO
GAIN GREAT MARKETING/SALES EXPERIENCE AND EARN GREAT PAY SELLING
YELLOW PAGE ADS FOR THE STUDENT
PHONE DIRECTORY. WORK FROM APR1
THROUGH JUNE APPROXIMATELY 20
HOURS A WEEK. CALL 372-0430 FOR
MORE INFORMATION OR STOP BY 204
WEST HALL FOR AN APPLICATION APPLICATION DEAOLME IS MARCH 21.

Large 3 Bdrm. 120 1/2 N.
Prospect St. close to downtown
& campus 12 mo. lease starting
8-15-96, up to 4 occupants.
$750/mo + utjl. 353-5800

S500 in Cash Prizes

Wet Panty Night

Sunday March 10th
Always Open Until 4am Thur, Fri & Sat
Private Couch Booths Available

Management Inc.

Seasonal Grounds/ Golf Course maintenance
wanted lor summer at Canterbury Green
Apartments m Fort Wayne, In. Contact John
Leeuw 0219-486-4714.
Sail Long Distance 9,9 cents/nun.
$350./mo P/T potential

Woodcreek Greenhouse & Flower Farm
Full or P/T workers needed bfwnS-Spm
Call 655-3066

FOR SALE
12 i 60 Hallmark mobile home, unique barnsided inienor, sprayed ceilings, garden tub.
New furnace, water healer, floor insulation.
and back door. Must see interior to appreciate.
Asking $6500. Only 10 miles from BG, I awn
dale. ftSfl (Weston), 669-3010.
1086 Pontvac 6000 LE, good cod . good
miles, $1000 Fw more info call 3530318
Beautiful double loft. University
approved $150 080. Call Sam @
353-2345
FREE Dalmation mn to great home. 2 yr. old
female, under 30 lbs., great personality, loves
to play. Moving, cant keep Call 3529332.
leave message1
NightTrac 18 speed mountain bike. Bought for
$200 will sell for $100 OpDmus 12" subwoofer Sounds great with any stereo. Wil sea
lor $75. Opomus car/truck speakers $7S. E verythmg must go. Contact Trent al 353-7223.

FOR RENT
163-0325 * Reduced Ratee *
1 or 2 bedroom apts. Efficiencies A rooms
300 block olE. Merry
9,10.12.15 mo leases tor 96-07 school year.
" Summer Apartments Available ■
Call 353-0325
Very dose to campus. AyC. Furnished
2BDRMSTUDENT RENTALSFOR
SUMMEROfl FALL 1 BORM APTS. FOR
GRAO. STUDENTS. 352-3445

Student Publications is now accepting applications tor account executives lo sen yeHow page
advertising m the BGSU campus directory.
Successful candidates must be able to work 20
hours per week April through July, bo aggressive, wen-organized, and interested in earning
greet pay
To apply, stop by 204 West Hal or call Toby al
372-0430 tor more information. Leave a massage. ApphcatKm deadline is March 21.

EHie 1 4 2 bdrm. apts In houses.
12 mo. leases only starting in May. Steve
Smith 3S2-d017, (no calls afier 9:00pm)

SUMMER CAMP Co-Ed YMCA Sleepaway
camp in beautiful N.W. New Jersey needs
summer staff 6/18-8/20 Counselors and activity specialists No experience required just
love kids and working outdoors Salary range
from $1400-2000 tor season, plus room and
board Write or call YMCA Camp Mason. 23
Birch Rd
Blalrstown. NJ 07825.
908-362-8217. For information and an application

One bedroom apartment
AVAILABLE NOW
Call 354-6800

Sunday morning pianist needed. Family Ufa
Community Church, comer of Manville &
dough. For more into contact Jon Brown at
353-9359.
SUPPORTED LIVING PROVIDER - Parsons
needed to provide direct care services to indivlduals who have mental retardsoorvoeveiopmental disabilities High School
diploma or GED required. Flexible schedule.
Application deadsne 3/22/98. Appkcation
packets may be obtained at Wood Lane Administrative Services. Entrance B. 11180 Eaat Gypsy Lane Road. Bowling Green, Mon. through
Fn. between aooam-430pm. EOE.
UPWARD BOUND SUMMER PROGRAM
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNfTES
June 23-August 2
The Upward Bound Program la a pre college
preparatory program and offers an orvcampus
summer enrichment program tor high school
students. Applicants must meet all the requirements listed below:
RESIDENTIAL ADES • Minimum sophomore
classification Should not be enroled In class
esdurtng the Program. Room, board, and salary. Residential experience and activity programming MBM.
TUTORS - Classroom assistant. Minimum
sophomore cleasiftabon. 25 GPA required m
selected course for tutoring (Mathematics.
English, Science. History. Foreign Language.
or Fine Arts). Musi be available during tie
morrxno or early afternoon hours. Monday g Friday. Non-Reeldentlel Salary baaed on
qualifications
INSTRUCTORS - Bachelor's degree required
in selected course ol mstrucoon (Mathematics,
English. Science, History, Foreign Language,
or Fine Arts). Must be available during lie
morning or early afternoon hours. Monday g Friday. Non-Raaldentlal. Salary baaed on
quali ficabons.

Furnished 2 bdr. apart.. Utilities not included
Call 669-3036.
Houses, 1 4 2 bedroom Furnished apts.
1 year, 0 month, and summer leases
Call 352-7454

Piedmont Corporation
Mini Storage Spaces Available
352-7581

BEST JOBS IN BG
Build Your Resume And
Earn Great Pay.

Student Publications
is hiring
Account
Executives
to sell yellow page
advertising in the
campus directory.
Work from April
through June.
Gain great sales
experience.
Only 2 positions
Open. Call 372-0430
for more information,
or stop by 204 West
Hall for an application.

APPLICANTS SHOULD SUBMIT A TRANSCRIPT (or copy of) WITH APPLICATION
Applications are available at 37 College Park
Office Building and are due by March 22.

MUST BE PRESENT TO WIN I

Ma «• Ml* MB Mai MB HI

1 & 2 Bdrms available at our
Hillsdale Apts. very spacious,
carports. Starts$350/mo3535800 only a lew still remaining

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
Management Inc.
♦
EVERGREEN APARTMENTS,
1 BDRM or EFF. units, laundry ♦
^

on site, tons ol parking. Located
behind OOOT at 215 E. Poe Rd
353-5800

Popular local family business w/ a friendly relaxed atmosphere ia looking tor a personable,
neat, honest, friendly, dependable sales person. 5 - 22 hours per week. Musi be available
weekends. Apply at Mike's Party Man. S. Mam
BG March 13 8 15. betweoon 6am and 4pm.

$ 250 BOOKSTORE CERTIFICATE
WIrMT A BEM.U
Buy raffle tickets at all Charity Week events
Tickets: 1/25* or 5/$1.00
Drawing is Thursday March 14 at 9:00 p.m.
at the Mac King show

April 25-26-27

Wed at 10pm. Check out
your friends & neighbors

P/T childcare in my S. Toledo home. M, W. F
7.30am-i2.30om Non-smoker, ref. req. Can
Nancy 419-369-1659.

We need you portrait caricature and air brush
artists. No experience necessary. For jobs a!
Kaman'i An Shop. Interviews available at
BGSU Art Building, March 13 from
I0fl0-4:00pm. or cal Knsten at 410-62S-S376.

CHARITY WEEK

Jeawa Ftae
Amateur Contest

NATIONAL PARKS HIRING
Positions are now available at National Parks,
Forests A Wildlile Preserves. Excellent benefits A bonuses' Call: 1-206-971-3620 exl
NSS444.

Track Coach - Wood County Spea.ii Ofymp.cs
needs one per son to work pan time - $5 00 hr.
hour* vary High School Diploma or equivalent
required. Position runt mid-April through July
1.1006 Appecaiton packets available at Wood
Lane School. Em. B. 11160 Gypay Lane Road.
Bowsng Green between 8 00am • 4*30pm. App.ica.wdeadlineliMaroh 14.1996 EOE

800- 299*232x2 231

HOTIHOTIHOTI
23 Students to lose 8 SOBS
New Metabolism breakthrough
Results guaranteed! Free gift with purchase
$29 95Cost. Cam 800-334-1664

The sisters of Chi Omega would like lo
congratulate Dawn Bueham and
Kappa Sigma's Jeff Celllo on their
recent lavalionng.

HOME TYPISTS
PC Users needed. $45,000 income potential.
Call I -800-513-4343 Ext B-9649.

HELPWANTED

Grants. Scholarahlpa Available!!!
Billions of 11$ In private funding.
Quality Immediately. 1-800-400-0209.

STUDY ABROAD/FINANCIAL AID MEETINGS
If you are planning lo study abroad this summer or during the 1986-97 academic year,
please attend one of the lollowing meetings:
Tues March 12,1998. lOam, Tafl Rm.. Union
Wad. March 20.1996.2pm. Taft Rm . Union
Please call Sally Raymonl al 372-0309 if you
have any questions.
^^^^^^^^

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn up to
82.000 s /month working on Cruise Slaps or
Land-Tour companies. World Travel. Seasonal
A lull-time employment avasabto. No experience necessary. For more intormason cal
1-206-971-3550 exl. C55445

l female roommate needed 96-97 school year.
$150/mo. Furnished apt., dose to campus.
Call 354-4191.

More info? Or. Chime © 372-8180 or
352-6012.

GAMMA wo Jd like lo invite your chapter lo wm
a pizza partyl To do this your chapter must
create a banner by Wednesday March 13th,
and GAMMA will fudge it. Judging based on:
creativity, great use of colors, and good slogan
promoting playing il sale on spnng break' Oh,
and remember lo included GAMMA and your
chapter on the banner Banners must be on the
outside ol your chapter's house by Wednesday! Oon't forget, your chapter could win a
great pizza parryi Good Lucki

COUNSELORS ■ INSTRUCTORS needed!
100 poeMlonal Coed summer camp. Pocono
Mine. PA- Good aalary/llpel (906) 8W-3339.

Earn cash stuffing envetopee at home. All materials provided. Send SASE to P.O. Box 774.
OlaHie.KS 66051.

Call 354-5605
Oont wait unW it's too laajll
Earn BGSU credit. Six week study program
si
Europe. Classes In English. Into meeting
March 12atgO0pm in BAA 1000.

CEDAR POINT
SUMMERJOeS
Cedar Point Amueement Park in Sandusky.
Ohio has over 3.500 positions available this
summer. Cedar Point offers.. Jow-coal housing
and living expenses colege-sryle social Me.
valuable /ob experience, good wages and a
greet bonus program.
To schedule an on-campua Interview, cat) one
ol our Student Recruiters:
Jamie Brandenburg 363-2146
Chris Lynch 372 1941
Amy Rfesterer 372-1520
KnsBna Sunderman 352 9360

WANTED

353-7732

March 12-13 Vote on the Internet
March 14: Union Bam 5pm.
Jerome Library 4pm -11pm

11

USG ' USG ' USG * USG
OONT FOROET TO VOTE
IN THE USG ELECTIONS!
MARCH 12 - Internal voting beginning Q> 12am
13 Internet voting until rtudnigrlt
14 - Union 9am • 5pm
Library 4pm-11pm
USG ' USG - USG ' USG

MID AM MANOR
• NOW RENTING •

t

Choose form choice apartments within walking
distance to campus Summer 1996 and school year
1996-1997
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat
auu water
»aiw included,
IIILIUUCU, air
an conditioning.
tuiiuuiuumg.
and

▼641 Third St. Apt. 4, B.G. Resident Manager 352-4380 ♦

Looking for
outgoing, dependable
BGSU students
Full Time / Part Time
Server
Good work, great tips
friendly atmosphere
Come in and apply
Monday - Friday
1:30 - 4:30 pm
Tony Packo's Cafe
1902 Front St.
691-6054

